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and cancellation of Living Night, 'Stormwatch' is back CHICAGO — In the wake of Top Cow's overwhelming popularity at
conventions, the publisher has committed to a weekly comic book every Wednesday for the second half of 2011. “We're going
to launch two new books this year,” Top Cow editor Jim Zub says. “We have a Wednesday book, which is a new spin on
Stormwatch that we're very excited about. We're also working on a new Age of Apocalypse that is going to be a self-contained
series.” The Stormwatch weekly will be written by Rob Levin, known for his work on Black Reign and the Black Badge
Brigade, who has already begun work on the project. It is drawn by Doug Hazlewood, whose artwork was featured in the
monthly Black Badge Brigade, which will be making the transition to a weekly series. “It is a bit of a departure from what the
Brigade is,” he says. “It is a bit of a political thriller.” Top Cow says that the new Stormwatch title will be “a new spin on a
franchise that has been around for a while,” and will be written by a “very experienced writer” with a rich background in the scifi genre. “Rob Levin has been a regular on Top Cow for a number of years,” says Top Cow president Matt Hawkins. “He has a
very impressive history of delivering on projects. We think he is going to bring some great new ideas to the table.” Zub
elaborates: “Rob is one of those people who is going to come in, sit down, go over a bible, write the story, and then we will go to
work. We are going to make sure he is happy, and then we will go make comics
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Save A: You're trying to use a feature of the CSV format called lists which allows you to separate out one row into multiple
rows by separating the rows with |: "list", "1", "1st row", "2", "2nd row", "3", "3rd row", "4", "4th row", "5", "5th row", So, you
can write it as such in your spreadsheet: "list", "1", "1st row", "2", "2nd row", "3", "3rd row", "4", "4th row", "5", "5th row" And
then process them using your script as such: for file in $(find. -maxdepth 1 -type f -name '*.csv' -print0) do # "type" is csv #
"list" is a CSV list entry with one value, the list # and then a space. The -print0 tells find to output the file # as they are found in
their directory, so there is only # one of them per line in the find output. for list in "${file%.csv}"; do # "type" should be the
value of the CSV list entry # "name" should be the value of the column where the "list" # exists awk -v var="$(echo "$list" | sed
"s/,/ /g")" -v type="$type" \ -v name="$name" ' # a header line { print } # a normal line, "|" will be 2d92ce491b
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